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WORLD, 2021
Mobile access has become the primary one.
Meta (formerly Facebook) dominates the market.
WhatsApp is the absolute favourite messaging
platform.
As a true social media (not merely messaging)
platform, Instagram became the second favourite.
Instagram is the definite winner in the 16-24 age
group.



WORLD, 2021
TikTok is growing rapidly, with more than 1 billion
users, expected 1.5 billion by the end of 2022.
TikTok is becoming slightly more popular than
Instagram in the Z generation users (born: 1997-
2012).
TikTok is the most engaging, but not the favourite
app.
The audience of social media platforms overlap,
younger people are active on no less than 8
platforms.
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ADVERTISING REACH VS THE TOTAL
POPULATION



RECOMMANDATIONS
Create immersive and synergical experience on
social media by employing multiple tools (static
content, videos, gifs, poll, etc.), tailored to the
social media channel and the audience segment.
Do not try to squeeze everything in an ad, use less
text and gain more success.
Rely on short and even shorter videos (5-15
seconds), prioritise mobile friendly, primarily
vertical (stories, reels, TikTok videos, etc.) and
square formats.



RECOMMANDATIONS
Use mobile friendly landing pages for offering
detailed information.
Be creative, but do not loose ypur target for the
sake of artistic expression. Advertising might be
outstandingly aesthetic or original, but it must be
efficient.
Gamify if the product is compatible (viat funny
videos, memes, polls, etc.).



RECOMMANDATIONS
Besides one-to-many, one-to-one communication
and in-group is increasingly based on social
media, maintain a reliable messenger service,
group communication platform (or similar.)
Get familiar with the digitally native Z generation
(born 1997-2012), who lead the transformation of
the social media with an average of 3 daily hours
of social media usage.



RECOMMANDATIONS
Plan your campaign carefully based on reliable
country and target group data.
Always keep in mind the gender and age skew, for
example TikTok is mostly prefered by younger
women.
Facebook is somewhat aging, but Meta is still THE
leading conglomerate, especially in the former
communist bloc of Central and Eastern Europe,
never plan a campaign without Facebook,
Instagram or Messenger ads.



RECOMMANDATIONS
Messenger is the number one messaging service in
Eastern Europe, whereas WhatsApp in Western
Europe.
YouTube has the highest single reach, larger
campaign definitely need it.
For the youngest audience group use Instagram
and increasingly Tiktok. In Eastern Europe the
latter especially popular in Romania.



RECOMMANDATIONS
LinkedIn has a relatively low adoption rate, but its
great for advertising certain cultural products, for
its user base entails a more professional segment
and an active, well educated and relatively young
population.
Twitter has a high market share in the UK and the
United States, but quite low adoption rates in
Central and Eastern Europe, here it might be a
good choice only for very specialized audiences
(like academics, journalists).



RECOMMANDATIONS
Don't get misguided by social media penetration
figures, services or products might have niche
audiences much easier to reach with a relatively
unpopular platform.
Try to get influencers on your side.
Never forget the "antiquated" conventional
media: radio, posters, flyers, booklets are still a
great way to reach your audience.
Don't loose physical touch with your community,
especially a�er these frustrating isolation years,
organize on site events, talks, discussions.



RECOMMENDED DATA SOURCES

EASIER

HARDER

https://datareportal.com
https://www.gwi.com/reports
http://www.mediafactbook.ro

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
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